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Introduction Nottingham was awarded UNESCO City of Literature 
status in December 2015 and since then has taken 
its place as a member of the UNESCO Creative Cities 
network, enabling it to play a cultural and creative role 
on the international stage.
 

Our Mission 
Nottingham UNESCO City of Literature believes in 
building a better world with words.

Our Vision 
Our vision is of a city where everyone is reading and 
writing their way to a better life. We believe in literature 
as a reflection of humanity at its best, enabling people to 
better understand each other and the world we live in.

Objectives 
In pursuit of our mission and vision,  
we have four objectives: 
 
LEADERSHIP:  
to provide leadership for the city through our role as 
strategic catalyst, helping cultural organisations to  
work together more effectively;

LEARNING:  
To make an impact on long-term literacy levels by 
growing diverse audiences for reading and writing in 
collaboration with Nottingham’s universities, literacy 
hub, libraries, schools, arts and literary organisations; 

PLACE: 
to animate the city’s UNESCO designation and positively 
impact placemaking, the position and promotion of 
Nottingham’s international reputation as a creative city;

INTERNATIONAL:  
to strengthen international partnerships by providing 
access to new knowledge and creative exchange 
opportunities between individuals and organisations in 
Nottingham’s creative sectors.
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Achievements 
& Performance  
April 2020 - 
March 2021

The onset of Covid-19 in March 2020 had implications 
for Nottingham City of Literature’s (NUCoL) business 
planning. The pandemic coincided with significant 
period of growth and development of NUCoL’s 
programmes during which we expected to see an 
increase in our income to support the amplification 
of our flagship programme: Young City Reads. The 
impact was severe and immediate. We had a loss of 
nearly 80% turnover compared to the previous year 
(2019/20) of published accounts. In addition, 1/3 of our 
core funding from Nottingham City Council (NCC) was 
suspended as a result of NCC’s decision to pause the 
Central Library capital programme. Individual giving 
was adversely affected too: a planned event to cultivate 
prospective donors had to be postponed. Many trusts 
and foundations put their funding programmes on hold 
and so we were not able to proceed with some major 
grant applications.

Until Covid-19, NUCoL was in a good financial shape 
because of our ability to operate on a mixed economy 
model: we had core funds of £120,000 confirmed for 
2020/21 from Nottingham City Council and the two 
local universities & had raised £217,000 in restricted 
grants during 2019/20 to fund an ambitious creative 
programme for young people. That hard-won success 

was put in great peril and as a result, we took the 
following steps to address the drop in income: 

• We used the government’s Coronavirus Jobs 
Retention Scheme (CJRS) to furlough the 
Communications Coordinator for 20 weeks.

• Our Director elected to reduce her hours and  
pay from May 2020 to October 2020.

• We were not able to take further advantage of  
CJRS as we needed all our staff and team to  
deliver the high-profile events and projects from  
April – September 2020.

• We removed from the budget the costs of a new  
post for a Business Manager.

• We significantly reduced the marketing and 
communications budget.

• There were weekly online meetings between  
the Director and the Chair, Vice-Chair and de  
facto Treasurer 
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Covid-19 presented us with significant challenges. It 
also demonstrated NUCoL’s resilience and flexibility, 
the advantage of being a small, non-venue-based 
organisation with relatively low overheads – and the 
growing demand for our work. We invested in digital 
training and development so we could more effectively 
connect a wider range of people engaged in reading and 
creative writing. Despite the difficult income-generation 
climate, in 2020 we successfully delivered the following 
programmes thanks to a one-off Emergency Response 
Fund grant of £25,052 from Arts Council England, 
additional funding of £3,000 from Thomas Farr Charity, 
49,000 (euros) from Erasmus+ and £10,000 from NCC’s 
Covid Discretionary Fund.

This funding enabled us to keep NUCoL going as a 
viable charity, cover all essential overheads, while 
maintaining our partnerships, re-designing and 

delivering our programmes to vulnerable young people, 
and connecting to local and international audiences. 
We continued to chair the UNESCO Cities of Literature 
Network and supported them to exchange advice 
and share knowledge and impact of Covid-19 on their 
institutions and programmes. We also continued to find 
ways to reduce isolation and connect with audiences, 
giving them practical creative outlets.

The UNESCO Cities of Literature network brings together 
39 cities across 6 continents. While the designation 
marks existing literary excellence within a city, becoming 
a UNESCO City of Literature also gives cities a place 
within a supportive network who share and collaborate 
with each other. It calls upon cities to nurture creativity, 
support freedom of speech, and ensure literature 
reaches as wide and diverse an audience as possible.
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Our mission is ‘Building a Better World with Words’.  
It was the title of our 2020 flagship lockdown 
programme, comprising of: 

Virtual Author Events:
A series of 4 virtual author events involving 12 
commissioned authors (40% international)  
including: Ann Patchett, Emily Pine, Kate Mosse, 
Phillippe Sands, S.J Watson, Stefan Collishaw, Tayari 
Jones amongst others. These events were curated  
and produced in collaboration with Five Leaves 
Bookshop, the Women’s Prize Trust, Iowa City and  
Dublin Cities of Literature, and reached a global 
audience of 1,900. We ensured the events were 
accessible by commissioning a BSL interpreter 
 and captioned video access via YouTube.

“...felt like we were in the same room as the authors.  
The format with an interviewer for each author worked  
so well. Gave us a mix of voices. I appreciated how 
prepared each of the interviewers were. I was inspired  
by all the authors and their stories.”  
 - Audience member from Galway, Ireland 
 

Creative
Programme
2020/21
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Writers in Lockdown  
We featured ten local writers on our blog page, asking them to reflect on their experiences during Lockdown:

1. Graham Caveney

2. Michael Eaton

3. Kim Slater

4. William Ivory

5. Catherine Arnold

6. Mhairi McFarlane

7. Mahendra Solanki

8. Susan Finlay

9. Panya Banjoko

10. Brick

Kim Slater Graham Caveney Catherine Arnold

https://nottinghamcityofliterature.com/blog/life-during-lockdown-1-graham-caveney
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Tales from Cities of Literature: 
We showcased a series of features from our fellow 
UNESCO Cities of Literature around the world. The 
articles focused on how our sister cities continued to 
build a better world with words while the COVID-19  
crisis continues. We featured video articles from four 
cities: Slemani (Iraq); Granada (Spain); Ljubljana 
(Slovenia); and Krakow (Poland). All together, these  
four posts have had 603 unique page views. 

A Letters of Solidarity: 
A creative writing campaign was developed and  
delivered in partnership with local cultural education 
partners, ChalleNGe, Nottingham Trent University  
and Food Bank Networks to support young people  
ey were living’. We provided free resources in the  
form of a print activity pack distributed to over 200 
homes via Nottingham’s Food Bank networks. The  
packs contained a welcome guide to the project,   
writing prompts, 5 letter templates, stationary and  
the Speak Up! Anthology of Nottingham’s Young 

Voices. We shared inspiration from local writers and 
poets including Amanda Whittington, Adam Penford, 
Ty Healy, Leanne Moden, Jamie Thrasivoulou, Josh 
Pickering amongst others. We supported young people 
with crafting their letters through 3 online creative 
writing workshops involving 3 writers – Eve Makis, Ioney 
Smallhorne and Panya Banjoko. We published 49 letters 
on the Letters of Solidarity website and a special  
print anthology. 
 

“When lockdown hit, we were plunged into the  
darkness. Not as a creeping shadow, we did not  
get the luxury of time, but rather a plunge into an  
icy lake with rocks around our feet. Rocks that  
were built out of our fear of the unknown, the loss  
of loved ones and the loss of ourselves.”  
 - Emani, Age 19

https://nottinghamcityofliterature.com/projects/letters-of-solidarity
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To A New Dawn:
The Letters of Solidarity anthology was published 
in February 2021 as an act of solidarity, capturing 
a singular moment in history and reflecting the 
irrepressible spirit of youth. The anthology is a 
wonderfully unique collection of letters exclusively 
written and edited by young people. We have letters 
to and from COVID. Letters of appreciation to mums, 
friends and key workers. One writer escaped lockdown 
through literature, another through her obsession with 
online maths. An NHS father wrote to his unborn son. 
Many young people expressed concerns about racism, 
the environment and the prospect of joblessness. We 
received letters about depression, loneliness and a 
funeral in lockdown, the healing power of Facetime 
with friends. These pages are full of empathy, humour 
and wise words in abundance. Letters of Solidarity was 
showcased worldwide via the UNESCO Networks and 
during NTU’s Online Language Festival curated by Dr 
Clare Wood from the Psychology department at NTU.

https://nottinghamcityofliterature.com/projects/letters-of-solidarity/anthology
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Virtual conference of the  
UNESCO Cities of Literature:  
We chaired the UNESCO Cities of Literature Network 
virtual conference. Cultural leaders from the 37 
international Cities of Literature to meet digitally  
for the network’s first online meeting in September 
2020 hosted via Zoom. The Cities of Literature 
showcased best practice and workshopped a  
range of collaborative projects, as well as launching  
their new shared website: www.citiesoflit.com

A key focus at the meeting was work being done to 
support recovery, resilience, and sustainability for the 
creative community in each city, as well as working to 
effect positive change in the context of important  
social movements, such as Black Lives Matter and  
the global climate crisis. We actively progressed our 
priority areas: to improve pathways for writers, commit 
to translation projects and collaborate on future book  
fairs and festivals, and in particular to conceive  
solutions to worldwide challenges exacerbated by 
COVID-19 such as improving literacy and social  
mobility and promoting equality. 
 

“While an online meeting cannot recreate the  
joyous coming together of our network members,  
the cultural exchange and the stimulation of  
creativity that a gathering of people in our  
beautiful city of Prague would have brought,  
we hope the spirit of the annual meeting will  
live on in this new virtual format.”  
 - Kateřina Bajo, Director,  
    Prague UNESCO City of Literature

 

http://www.citiesoflit.com
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Story Valley: 
In July 2020, we successfully secured our first 
international Erasmus+ grant which will enable NUCoL 
to collaborate with Edinburgh, Ljubljana, and Leeuwardn 
UNESCO Cities of Literature to use oral histories and 
languages as a way to build literacy skills and celebrate 
sanctuary and inspire hope for all migrant, refugee and 
sanctuary seeking young people in Nottingham. Over 
the next two years, we will work together to deliver three 
outputs: 

• Student Programme and Teacher Pack designed 
and delivered by National Literacy Trust will provide 
teachers and students with all that is needed to reach 
the objectives, including the methodology, lesson plan 
and evaluation plan, loaded with practical tools.

• Online Community and Platform designed and 
delivered by Leeuwarden (Netherlands) will provide 
a teaching, learning and collaborative network for 
students, teachers and specialists in the field of 
literature, literacy and the creative industries. A virtual 
place where everything comes together and is also 
the main legacy of the project.

• Nottingham produced a Story Valley Policy Framework 
and Toolkit to ensure that VET (Vocation Educational 
Training) that is at the forefront of development in 
the language & literacy sector, specifically targeted 
at the 39 UNESCO Cities of Literature organisations 
worldwide. It will give VET institutions better access 
to these networks they can reach out to in order to 
improve their curriculum in the fields of literacy, 
multilingualism and cultural heritage (oral history). 

• Story Valley approach to literacy & language 
learning, culture, citizenship and inclusion could be 
implemented in other UNESCO Cities of Literature 
(from 2023 onwards when we expect to have 
completed the pilot and evaluation).
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International Projects:
• Nottingham writers took part in international  

Writer Residencies - Andrew Graves was selected as 
one of six writers undertaking the Nanjing Digital 
Residency, and Rory Waterman was selected as the 
only writer for the residency which took place in 
Bucheon on October 2020.

• Mega Poetry Happening – we created a poetry 
mixtape video featuring Nottingham poets 
which was shown online as part of the La Grande 
Traversée Poétique in Québec City of Literature. It 
showcased poetry from: Aly Stoneman, Georgina 
Wilding, Becky Cullen, Manjit Sahota, Revelle-Sadé 
Freeman, Ty Healy, Andrew Graves, Daron Carey, 
Panya Banjoko and Jai Verma. The festival was 
broadcast live on facebook in October, and it was the 
first time Nottingham had participated in an online 
international literary festival.

• Read PL! – Nottingham participated in Krakow City 
of Literature’s promotion of polish language e-books, 
which were available for free via their website, to help 
Polish language readers in cities across the world to 
enjoy reading and to promote the positive power of 
words. In August 2020, we shared the posters and 
social media assets with the University of Nottingham 
and Nottingham Trent University’s Polish societies,  
as well as with the Polish club in Sherwood and local 
Polish churches in the city.

Andrew Graves
Photo by Neil Pledger
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In December 2020, we celebrated NUCoL’s 5th  
birthday. We released a series of films via our  
Youtube channel and across social media, including 
an excerpt from Robert Macfarlane’s breath-taking 
UNESCO lecture delivered at the 2019 Cities of 
Literature meet-up in Nottingham, Nottwich.  
Dealing with issues that currently affect us all, it  
was a message of hope to take forward into the  
next half decade. We commissioned six Nottingham 
writers to consider what the new Nottingham  
central library means for our city and how it might  
be an agent of change for children and young people. 
This collection of stories, poems, essays celebrates  
the power of libraries, the ways that libraries can 
help people connect and interact. We hosted a virtual 
party to celebrate and look back at where we’ve come 
from, consider where we are now, and plan to do our best 
with the years that are still ahead of us. We heard from 
special guests and a specially commissioned birthday 
poem from YoungPoet Laureate, Georgina Wilding.

 

‘I’m proud of the many things we’ve achieved in our  
first five years as a UNESCO Creative City, particularly 
our work with young people. I hope we’ve become a kind 
but tough, resilient, flexible and ambitious organisation 
that’s embedded in the heart of our great, international 
city. There are enormous challenges ahead after the 
pandemic, but we’re ready to take them on, with the 
support of our terrific team of staff and trustees, along 
with our many partners throughout Nottingham.’  
 - David Belbin, Chair, NUCoL Board 

 

NUCoL’s 
5th Birthday

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Be5LkzQ5kz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Be5LkzQ5kz0
https://www.thebookseller.com/news/norwich-and-nottingham-host-unesco-cities-literature-gathering-764711
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Setting up the  
Youth Advisory Board:
In a time of great disconnect between people, ensuring 
we continue to play an active and inspirational role 
for young people in Nottingham is a key priority. We 
have ongoing discussions with young people about 
how Nottingham UNESCO City of Literature can 
use the power of literature as a way for everyone to 
better understand each other and change the world 
we live in. We have a responsibility to not only provide 
young people with opportunities but with adequate 
representation and a voice within our organisation.  

 
 
 
We maintained relationships with our Young 
Ambassadors and extended our youth co-production 
work by launching a new Youth Advisory Board and 
embedding youth governance in our organisation. The 
Youth Advisory Board meet bi-monthly to share ideas, 
review feedback and try and instigate positive change 
and exciting ideas within Nottingham City of Literature.
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Resilience &
Governance

As we confront the devastating fallout from Covid-19 and 
face up to a future of huge economic uncertainty, we are 
committed to the following: 

• Building on the exceptional creative work and 
ensuring NUCoL becomes more relevant, diverse and 
impactful.

• Responding to the shifting world and needs of young 
people in Nottingham.

• Ensuring we build a robust organisation, 
infrastructure, governance and business model.

• Strengthening our strategic partnerships with 
Nottingham City Council, Nottingham Trent University 
and University of Nottingham and developing the 
profile of NUCoL to enable it to reach out to a broader 
diversity of people. 

The past year has given the NUCoL board the chance 
to review every aspect of its working, undertake 
training and refresh both its strategic priorities and 

its leadership. The speed of or pivot to digital was 
driven by necessity, it has opened up new ways to work 
collaboratively and internationally, which we will explore 
more fully in 2021. 
 
We welcomed three new trustees: Claire Bale, Khaya Job 
and Emily York. The trustees have adopted the going 
concern basis in preparing these accounts because they 
believe the charity has adequate resources to continue 
in operational existence for the foreseeable future, and 
will be well placed to mark a significant milestone to 
apply for Arts Council England’s NPO portfolio status 
in 2021. An annual assessment of the Board’s strengths 
and weaknesses, with accent on governance issues and 
the composition of the Board was carried out.

We continue to strengthen sustainability through 
the development of a new Fundraising & NPO sub-
committee to lead on income generation activities and 
NUCoL’s business planning process, enabling us to 
develop a robust framework on which to build financial 
plans and manage risks in-line with our mission & new 
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business plan. The Trustees and staff undertook an 
away day in October 2020; reflecting on the purpose 
of NUCoL, its audiences and offer and how best we 
could build both within the new post-Covid landscape. 
This session was extremely valuable in supporting the 
Trustees in concluding: 

• That NUCoL would carry out a major strategic review 
of its core mission and values in 2021, and a radical 
rethink in the way we work; focusing on the priorities 
of local communities and young audiences

• That the mission and impact of the work to date has 
been considerable on a limited budget

• That NUCoL’s creative programme offer should  
evolve to reflect our shifting world. We will ensure  
that we put young people at the heart of NUCoL,  
in a sustainable manner 

To ensure we remain inclusive and encourage 
involvement from the reading and writing communities 
in Nottingham, we recruited a team of 3 freelance 
producers, provided 3 student placements and 1 Creative 
Pathways internship from a widening participation 
background. Our core team and volunteers have worked 
tirelessly to engage with broad and diverse audiences 
from across the city and beyond. As ever, I’d like to 
take this opportunity to thank all our core partners, 
Nottingham City Council, Nottingham Trent University, 
University of Nottingham and Arts Council England for 
their support. It’s so appreciated and is needed now 
more than ever.
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Trustees
2020/21

The trustees, who are directors for the purposes of company law, present the annual report together with  
the financial statements of the charitable company for the year ended 31 March 2021.

Trustees
• David Belbin

• William Gregory

• Patrick Limb

• Rosemary Healy

• Barbara Matthews

• Jenny Swann

• Barbara Cathcart

• Claire Bale (appointed 30 
October 2020)

• Emily York (appointed 31 
October 2020)

• Helen Lawrenson (appointed  
1 July 2021)

• Khaya Ayomide Job 
(appointed 30 October 
2020)

• David Hallett (resigned 30 
June 2021)

• Ravinder Bhattal (resigned  
26 October 2020)
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The tragic events of George Floyd’s death and the 
subsequent Black Lives Matter protests made us pause 
and reflect on our own privileges; and to think very 
deeply about the power and voice that we have and 
how we can use it. In response to BLM: we created a 
list of book recommendations to inspire action, deep 
understanding of race and help build a better world with 
words. We evaluated how effective our programming 
and partnerships are when it comes to creating a more 
authentically accessible and inclusive environment, and 
to further identify how we can impact meaningful and 
lasting change in our organisation and city. We commit 
to prioritising inclusivity across everything we do and 
listening to new ideas to reimagine the future. 

Our diversity and  
inclusion plan includes: 

• Advocating for more inclusive and diverse children’s 
books in our school and public libraries.

• Continuing to monitor our programmes to help us 
track and increase the number of Black writers we 
commission and promote.

• Access and inclusion to become a key component of 

our annual reviews, ensuring we are held accountable 
for the work we do towards making NUCoL a truly 
inclusive place to work.

• Ensuring the voices and experiences of Black young 
people are showcased and celebrated in the work we 
do.

• Working through new partnerships and networks to 
openly recruit Black trustees.

• Commissioning Black writers and develop pipelines for 
Black talent.

• Welcome a range of Black community voices and use 
the power of words to really drive the change we want 
to see for a more inclusive and fairer society.

Diversity 
& Inclusion

https://twitter.com/NottmCityOfLit/status/1267377988913582080
https://twitter.com/NottmCityOfLit/status/1267377988913582080
https://nottinghamcityofliterature.com/about
https://nottinghamcityofliterature.com/about
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2019/20 taught us how reading and creative activities 
are valued; with the closure of theatres, galleries and 
concert halls, that imaginative space for creativity has 
become more precious than ever. As we emerge from 
Covid-19, we are in a strong position to take our creative 
programmes deeper into communities by nurturing 
vital partnerships and finding new ways of working and 
sharing resources, supporting diverse talent, bringing in 
new investment into Nottingham while building stronger 
international connections through the UNESCO Creative 
Cities Network. Together, we will harness the synergy 
we create to help rebuild and regenerate after the 
pandemic, but to also make Nottingham an even better, 
bolder, more outward-looking international creative city.

Our existing partners and stakeholders – from libraries, 
schools to individual writers and universities – continue 
to look to us to link them each other as never before, 
and new national partners, including English PEN 
and Pop Up Projects who actively sought us out when 
experimenting with new ways of engaging audiences 
with their national programmes.

In 2022, NUCoL will make an application to Arts  
Council England to become a National Portfolio 
Organisation in their next funding round. 2021 will 
be a pivotal moment to become ‘NPO ready’ and to 
consider how NUCoL’s creative programme aligns with 
Arts Council England’s Investment Principles. Being 
an NPO is not an end in itself, but a means to an end. 
NUCoL have a unique contribution to bring to all four 
investment principles, as well as to Nottingham City 
Council’s Strategic Plan, the Universities for Nottingham 
strategic priorities for culture and creativity, and the 
UN’s Global Goals - both through community engaged 
practice and international collaborations. Therefore 2021 
marks a pivotal time for Nottingham to enter an era of 
transformational development.

Future  
Developements


